We introduce a shape descriptor that extracts keypoints from binary images and automatically detects the salient ones among them. The proposed descriptor operates as follows: First, the contours of the image are detected and an image transformation is used to generate background information. Next, pixels of the transformed image that have specific characteristics in their local areas are used to extract keypoints. Afterwards, the most salient keypoints are automatically detected by filtering out redundant and sensitive ones. Finally, a feature vector is calculated for each keypoint by using the distribution of contour points in its local area. The proposed descriptor is evaluated using public datasets of silhouette images, handwritten math expressions, hand-drawn diagram sketches, and noisy scanned logos. Experimental results show that the proposed descriptor compares strongly against state of the art methods, and that it is reliable when applied on challenging images such as fluctuated handwriting and noisy scanned images. Furthermore, we integrate our descriptor in a content-based document image retrieval system using sketch queries as a step for query and candidate occurrence matching, and we show that it leads to a significant boost in retrieval performances.
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Introduction
Shape matching is a vibrant area of research on image analysis and retrieval due to the numerous applications it allows [7] . Particularly, when dealing with binary images where color and texture information are absent (e.g. silhouette images, scanned documents, sketches, etc.), shape is the only available feature to be used for image representation and matching [26] .
Numerous methods have been presented for shape feature extraction in binary images [54, 57] . Usually, images are subjected to contour detection or skeletonization before feature extraction in order to remove redundant information and reduce processing time [13] . Moreover, some methods select certain keypoints and use them to extract features [5, 35, 40] . In these cases, keypoints are selected based on their saliency or by using uniform sampling from the shape contours.
Due to the absence of background information in binary images, keypoints are extracted from the foreground pixels (i.e. regions, contours, or skeletons) and the background is omitted. In this work, we introduce a shape descriptor that approaches the problem differently by generating background information in binary images, and then involves it in feature extraction. The main steps of the descriptor are the following: -Keypoint extraction: An image transformation is used to generate background information on the original binary image. Then, keypoints are extracted from the transformed image using pixels' local area analysis. -Keypoint selection: An objective measure of keypoint salience is used to automatically select the most important keypoints and filter out the redundant and sensitive ones. -Feature representation: A feature vector is calculated for each keypoint by using the distributions of contour points in the local area of the keypoint.
Our method, the binary salient keypoints (BSK) descriptor, is evaluated using silhouette images of the Kimia 216 dataset [45] and the MPEG-7 CE-shape-1 part B dataset [6] , handwritten mathematical expressions of Zanibbi and Yu's dataset [56] , hand-drawn diagram sketches of Liang et al.'s dataset [28] , and noisy scanned logo images of the Tobacco 800 dataset [60] . Experimental results on various types of images and a comparative evaluation demonstrate that BSK is competitive compared with state of the art methods. Our code for BSK is provided online. 1 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews key methods of shape matching. We present our descriptor in Section 3 and evaluate it in Section 4. Concluding remarks and future work are presented in Section 5.
Related work
Research on shape matching has led to a large repository of shape descriptors that can be classified into methods using global and local features [57] , graph-based methods [28] , contour-based methods and skeleton based methods [13] , in addition to methods using salient keypoints [5, 32, 35, 40] .
Global methods extract features using the coarse information of the shape, and hence do not convey much information about the local details. Such methods include shape signatures [43] , Fourier descriptors [58] , and angular partitioning [10] . Global methods are robust against noise but on the detriment of representing fine details. On the other hand, other methods take into consideration the local region of the shape points, which makes them capable of capturing fine details of the shape. Such methods include curvature scale space (CSS) [32] , shape contexts [5] , and variations of local binary patterns [11, 18] .
Graph-based methods represent features using graph structures in contrast to statistical methods which use statistical natures of appearances [28] . Advantages of graph-based methods are their ability to represent spatial and hierarchical relationships between the object parts [8] , in addition to allowing partial matching. On the other hand, graph matching requires intensive computations and thus it is common to transform a graph into a numerical feature vector in order to speed up computations, which is done at the expense of some information loss [16, 27] Contours and skeletons have been used as an intermediate representation before feature extraction. Contours are more robust against noise than skeletons, as skeletons tend to generate noisy branches and artifacts in presence of shape border perturbations [13] . On the other hand, skeletons are more suitable in applications that require the segmentation of the original object into its constituent parts for subsequent graph-based feature representation [3, 24, 44, 51] .
Some descriptors extract a number of keypoints and generate a feature vector for each one of them. Keypoints can be extracted using uniform sampling from the shape contours without special consideration about the keypoints curvature or location, offering a way to extract keypoints without a bias [29] . This has been exploited in numerous descriptors [5, 17, 40, 49 ], yet it does not take into account keypoints' local characteristics that make some keypoints more important than others. In addition to binary images, uniform sampled keypoints have been used on grayscale images (e.g. magnetic resonance image (MRI) registration [36] ) and they have been used on color images combined with other descriptors (e.g. combined with SIFT and segmentation patches in [21] for logo retrieval).
On the other hand, keypoints that are extracted based on their salience (e.g. corners, crossing points) are biologically plausible [39] , although they can lead to false detection in regions of contour perturbations or texture [46] . High curvature points of the contour have been used for keypoint extraction [20, 35] . Early methods such as Curvature scale space (CSS) uses scale space filtering [53] to extract contour inflection points [1, 32] . Then, the contour deformation and merging of inflection points caused by scale space filtering are used for feature extraction. The CSS method is a global statistical method, designed to deal only with closed concave contours; Convex and complex shapes are poorly represented with the technique. In [23] , Kopf et al. describe an attempt to extend the CSS technique and make it able to represent convex shapes. Their idea is to create a mapping of the original shape to a second shape, called mapped shape, where strong convex segments of the original shape become concave segments of the mapped shape, and significant curvatures in the original shape remain significant in the mapped shape. The mapping is done by enclosing the sketch with a circle of radius R and locate the point P of the circle closest to each sketch pixel. The sketch pixels are then mirrored on the tangent of the circle in P . The center of the circle is the average position of sketch pixels.
Scale-space filtering has also been used to extract distinctive keypoints in intensity images in the well-known SIFT descriptor [30] . However, it has been shown that SIFT keypoints are suboptimal compared to keypoints that are uniformly sampled from the shape contours when using complex binary images such as historical hieroglyphs [41] . This result is due to the absence of local changes of intensity in binary images that hinders scale-space filtering from detecting distinctive keypoints and attributing them characteristic scales. Scale-space has also been used for keypoint filtering [12] , which proved to be effective but on the expense of efficiency.
Curvature information has been also used for salient keypoints extraction in [35] . Here, the salient points of a shape are defined as the higher curvature points along the shape contour that are extracted using a noise-robust approach [34] . Then, each salient point is represented with two values, the relative angular position of the salient point from the perspective of the shape centroid, and the salience relevance which characterizes the concavity of the contour segmented around the salient point after applying a Gaussian filter to reduce contour noise. Image matching corresponds an energy minimization function which give the distance between the best pair of corresponding salient points.
In addition to high curvature points, other salient points have been used including end points and branch points of the object's skeleton, and the vertices of the minimum enclosing rectangle of the object [59] . For each salient point, features are calculated using a circular layout of polar coordinates to calculate the distribution of some shape points which are sampled using a maximum distance method. Finally, a feature vector is constructed using a bag of words method.
Data-driven methods have been recently designed using deep learning [37, 50, 61] . Unlike the aforementioned methods, data-driven methods automatically learn salient features using convolutional layers, in an attempt to mimic the way humans perceive shapes and sketches [19] . Despite the success of such methods, they require large labeled datasets for training and they usually need graphical processing units (GPUs) to alleviate computations. Due to these reasons, engineered features remain necessary for applications where large labeled datasets are unavailable.
Our contributions
Compared to the state of the art, our descriptor's main contributions are twofold:
-We demonstrate that the background of binary images, which before has not been considered enough for feature extraction, can be used to extract distinctive features. We show that an image transform such as the distance transform (DT) can be used to enable this. Our experiments show that extracting salient keypoints using this procedure leads to improved robustness against noise that otherwise would easily corrupt object contours. -Our descriptor is modular and it proceeds in three main steps which are feature extraction, keypoint selection and feature representation. This is similar to frameworks of widely-used color image descriptors (e.g. SIFT [30] , SURF [4] ). Consequently, we adapt a framework that has been used for color images into the binary image domain.
The proposed descriptor
The binary salient keypoints descriptor (BSK) operates as follows: First, keypoints are extracted (Section 3.1). Then, a number of keypoints are selected among the extracted ones and the others are filtered out (Section 3.2). Finally, a feature vector is calculated for each keypoint (Section 3.3).
Keypoint extraction
In this step, a transformation is applied on the input binary image in order to generate background information. Then, points having specific characteristics in their local areas are used to extract keypoints. For our image transformation, we use the distance transform (DT) [42] . DT generates a grayscale image where the intensity of each pixel corresponds to its distance from the nearest foreground pixel (Fig. 1c) . Here, the distance between pixels is equal to their Manhattan distance as commonly used in DT implementations [31] . Keypoints are extracted as follows: First, the original image (Fig. 1a) is normalized by applying contour detection and image translation (Fig. 1b) . Then, background information is generated using DT (Fig. 1c) . Before applying DT, a 1-pixel-width border frame is added to the normalized image in order to delimit the object so DT does not systematically generate maxima at the borders. Next, regions of equal maximal intensity are detected on the DT image using a k × k square window (Fig. 1d) . A region of equal maximum intensity is the contiguous pixel "islands" that have higher intensities than their neighboring pixels. They correspond to the regions of highest intensity in Fig. 1c that are shown in different colors in Fig. 1d . Finally, the detected regions are represented using their centers of masses which are taken as keypoints (Fig. 1e) .
Contour detection is used to produce a compact representation of the original image that reduces the number of foreground pixels but preserves the visual information [13, 55] . Afterwards, keypoints can be extracted from regions inside and outside the object (Fig. 1e) .
The dimensions (W F , H F ) of the frame used before applying DT are calculated as follows:
where W BB and H BB are the dimensions of the object's bounding box, and a ≥ 0 is introduced to allow for a space between the object contours and the frame pixels in order to extract keypoints in these regions. The object is translated towards the center of the frame.
In the present work, we set a empirically (Section 4.2), so that the bounding box is located in a good proximity from the foreground object ( Fig. 1) . A too small a would make the frame borders too close to the foreground object, which places the keypoints too close to the contour making them more vulnerable to contour noise, while a too large a would make the frame borders too far from the object contour, which increases the size of the feature extraction windows (Fig. 5 ) and hence puts more weight on global details of the object on the detriment of local details.
Regions of equal maximal intensity are detected using a k × k square window located at each DT image pixel. The parameter k affects the number of extracted local maxima. The larger k gets, the fewer keypoints are detected (Fig. 2) . Therefore, parameter k controls the number of generated keypoints. In this paper, we set k empirically (Section 4.2.1), and we leave further investigation on setting k automatically for future work.
Due to using DT to generate background information, the extracted keypoints are in locus of symmetry between foreground pixels and thus characterize the object using its local symmetries. We anticipate the significance of such keypoints in shape representation Fig. 2 Effect of the parameter k on the number of keypoints due to the importance of symmetry as a characteristic of patterns that is exploited in human perception [52] and in computational image matching [25] .
The complexity of the keypoint extraction step can be estimated as follows: The distance transform and regions of equal maximal intensity detection require two processes that browse the entire image pixels, hence they make a 2.O(n) complexity, with n here representing the number of image pixels. Then, keypoint detection in regions of equal maximal intensity make a complexity of O(n).
Keypoint selection
The initial number of keypoints can be reduced by filtering out the redundant and sensitive keypoints. Redundant keypoints duplicate representing the same details of the image, and keypoints that are located very close to contours are sensitive to insignificant changes in image local details.
A measure of keypoint salience is introduced for keypoint ranking and selection. A salient keypoint is defined according to two aspects:
-It has few keypoints in its local area, and thus it is non-redundant.
-It is not located very close to foreground points, and thus it is robust against insignificant changes in image local details.
Formally, the salience γ (i) of a keypoint K i is calculated as follows:
where d i is the distance from keypoint K i to its closest contour or frame border point, and n i is the number of close keypoints. A keypoint K j is considered close to K i if it is located within a distance to K i proportional to d i . Our hypothesis for automatically selecting the most salient keypoints is as follows: We observe that the range of salience values commonly indicates three types of keypoints (Fig. 3c) . The first type corresponds to few keypoints with extreme salience values, the second type corresponds to a larger number of keypoints with increasing redundancy, and the third type corresponds to keypoints with high redundancy and closeness to the contours or frame borders. Since keypoints of the third type are redundant and sensitive, they are filtered out.
In order to filter out keypoints of the third type, we calculate the cumulative keypoint salience Γ (i) for a number i of keypoints ranked in their descending salience measures, as follows: Figure 3a shows a typical curve of Γ as a function of the number of accumulated keypoints. The curve of Γ can be roughly segmented into three parts corresponding to the types of keypoints. In order to find keypoints of each type, a two-dimensional search is used to detect the three segments that minimize the area between them and the curve of Γ . Then, keypoints corresponding to the first and second types are selected. In the literature, a similar strategy has been reported in [47] to automatically detect salient corner points in online sketches using scale-space filtering and digital ink attributes (e.g. pen speed, curvature). Figure 4 illustrates the benefit of automatic selection of keypoints using their salience scores. The top example shows matching between an image and its slightly different version that is generated using a Gaussian filtering (σ = 3) followed by binarization [33] , leading to remove the granularity of some local details. Using automatic keypoint selection does not affect the similarity between the two images, which shows that the filtered keypoints are not crucial for matching. On the other hand, the bottom example shows matching between two images belonging to different classes. Here, using automatic keypoint selection decreases the similarity, which shows that automatic keypoint selection has removed a significant number of keypoints causing false positives. In both cases, the reduction in the number of keypoints is considerable.
The complexity of the keypoint selection step can be estimated as 2.O(n 2 ), with n here representing the number of initially extracted keypoints.
Feature representation and matching
The last step is to calculate a feature vector to each keypoint K i . For this purpose, we use a scale-invariant circular layout which radius r i is proportional to the distance between the keypoint K i and its closest contour point (Fig. 5) :
where α is a heuristic. The idea is to set α > 1 to allow taking into account the closest contour points in the smallest distance bins. Then, a histogram h i is extracted by calculating the distribution of contour points in distance and angle bins, i.e. h i (j ) holds the number of contour points that are located inside the feature window bin of index j (Fig. 5b) . The distance between two histograms is expressed by the X 2 statistic:
where N B is the number of bins in a keypoint histogram. Using the distance d i to set the radius of the feature layout makes the descriptor scale-invariant.
The dissimilarity d between two images I 1 and I 2 is estimated by the cumulative minimum distance between the images' keypoint histograms:
where N 1 and N 2 are the number of keypoints in images I 1 and I 2 . Because d (I 1 , I 2 ) is asymmetric, we express the distance between two images I 1 and I 2 as follows:
The smaller D (I 1 , I 2 ) is, the more similar I 1 and I 2 are. The feature vector is translation-invariant due to using the object's bounding box for image normalization. Scale-invariance is partly ensured in the keypoint filtering step (using a radius d i of the circular region used in the salience measure (Eq. 2) that changes with the size of the image) and the feature representation step (since the radius of the feature extraction circular window depends on each keypoint and also on the object's size), but partly hindered by fixing parameter k making it scale-dependent. Rotation-invariance can be ensured by using the orientation of the vector delimited by the keypoint and its nearest contour point as a reference orientation (Fig. 1) , or by using shifted matching of the keypoints' feature vectors. In case mirrored matching is necessary, it can be implemented by mirroring one of the feature vectors and repeating the matching then taking the average. 
Experiments

Datasets
Evaluation is done using five datasets (Fig. 6) : The Kimia 216 dataset [45] and the MPEG-7 dataset [6] include silhouette images that are neat and which contain single component objects. Zanibbi and Yu's dataset [56] contains handwritten mathematical expressions which exhibit handwriting fluctuations and component displacement, which also appear in Liang et al.'s dataset [28] of hand-drawn diagram sketches. The Tobacco 800 dataset [60] contains logo images that are taken from scanned documents and they are the noisiest compared to the other datasets. The datasets can be thought of as clusters' centers extracted from large datasets that are typically used in data-driven approaches [19] . On the other hand, they are fit to evaluate shape descriptors as they represent varied image classes and exhibit different challenges (e.g. noise, handwriting fluctuations).
We used Kimia, Zanibbi and Yu, and Tobacco datasets as training datasets to empirically set our parameters. The choice is made due to the reasonable sizes of these datasets, and their characteristics relative to the remaining two datasets: -Kimia 216 dataset can be considered a smaller subset of MPEG-7. It contains similar classes and less image variations. 
Descriptor evaluation
Before evaluating the descriptor, we set its parameters as follows: The parameter for setting the normalization frame's dimensions is set a = 0.25, which insures a scale-invariant frame with space between its borders and the object contours. A keypoint K j is considered close to a keypoint K i if the distance between them is equal or less than d i 4 , where d i is the distance between keypoint K i and its closest contour or frame border point. The radial and angular numbers of bins in the keypoint descriptor are set as 4 distance bins and 8 angle bins in order to make a trade-off between distinctiveness and robustness. A small number of bins compromises the descriptor's distinctiveness, while a larger number of bins causes sensitivity to noise and fluctuations [41] . The constant for configuring the keypointdependent feature layout radius is set α = 1.5 in order to insure taking into account the closest contour points in the smallest distance bins.
Evaluation is done using the precision at n metric [2] , denoted P @n, which is calculated as follows:
P @n = |{n retrieved images} ∩ {relevant images}| |{n retrievd images}| (8) Due to variations in the number of class instances, we set the number of retrieved images n as query-dependent and equivalent to the number of the query's class instances. This makes P @n equal to precision and recall. The larger P @n is, the better precision and recall the descriptor shows. In the following, we specify the parameter n in P @n when it is fixed (e.g. results are shown for a single dataset with a fixed number of class instances).
Keypoint sampling evaluation
During keypoint extraction, the parameter k defines the size of the local maxima detection window and thus affects the number of extracted keypoints (Fig. 2) . We evaluate the effect of this parameter on matching performances using the Kimia 216, Zanibbi and Yu, and Tobacco datasets as training datasets for this empirical setting. Figure 7 shows curves of P @n as a function of k. We observe that the matching performance eventually decreases when k increases, and that the best matching performances correspond to k = 3, which means that the best way is to keep a maximum number of keypoints that will be later filtered during the keypoint selection step. According to the results of this experiment, we set k = 3 empirically and use it in subsequent experiments.
Keypoint distinctiveness evaluation
The distinctiveness of BSK's keypoints is assessed by comparison with equidistant sampling which is used in numerous descriptors, namely shape contexts [5] . We perform experiments Fig. 7 Effect of varying the parameter k on P @n of image retrieval using the Kimia 216 dataset where each image is used as a query and the average P @12 is calculated for all queries. We extract the same number of keypoints using BSK and shape contexts and perform matching using our keypoint matching steps (Section 3.3). In order to make the comparison between BSK keypoints and shape contexts fair, we introduced two modifications on the shape contexts: Features are extracted from equidistant keypoints from the contour and all the remaining contour points are considered when calculating the keypoint's histogram, unlike the original shape context descriptor where only the sampled keypoints are considered. In addition, scale-invariance is introduced by making the circular feature extraction layout's size adaptive to the shape by calculating the distance between each keypoint and its farther contour point, instead of using static logpolar layouts. Consequently, these modifications led to better results when compared with the original shape contexts considering only equidistant keypoints and using static log-polar layouts for feature extraction. Figure 8 shows performances of BSK keypoints and shape contexts. For small numbers of extracted keypoints, using equidistant keypoints outperforms BSK keypoints. Then, starting from 40 keypoints, BSK outperforms shape contexts and the gap increases in correlation with the number of keypoints. In fact, using 40 BSK keypoints outperforms using 100 shape contexts. This result shows that our keypoints are distinctive and outperform the widely-used equidistant keypoint sampling scheme.
Keypoint selection evaluation
The keypoint selection step aims to reduce the number of keypoints by removing the redundant ones and the ones too close to the shape contour. Figure 9 shows retrieval performances expressed in P @n as a function of the percentage of keypoints using the Kimia 216 dataset, Zanibbi and Yu's dataset, and Tobacco logos dataset. For the Kimia 216 dataset, performances increase when the percentage of keypoints increases. As for Zanibbi and Yu's and Tobacco logos datasets, optimal performances are obtained when not all of the keypoints are used (when 20% and 60% of keypoints are selected respectively). Table 1 shows retrieval performances of BSK when all keypoints are used and when keypoint selection is performed. For all datasets, the reduction in number of keypoints is significant and roughly makes the third of total keypoints. In case of Zanibbi and Yu's and Tobacco logos datasets, matching performances improve. However, they decrease in case of Kimia 216 dataset. This result suggests that our keypoint salience-based selection is effective when the initial number of keypoints is relatively large (cases of Zanibbi and Yu's and Tobacco logos datasets). When the initial number of keypoints is relatively small (case of Kimia 216 dataset), the keypoint selection step would better be skipped. This can be done using a threshold on the initial number of keypoints. Tables 2, 3 and 4 show results of comparing our descriptor with other state of the art methods. Results are shown according to metrics that are used in available published work; In case of Kimia's dataset, we calculate the retrieval performance metric reported in several published papers, that is the number of relevant retrieved images for each of the top 6 ranks Bold emphasis highlights best performances by our method (BSK) and the percentage calculated by summing these numbers. We refer to it as P @6. In case of the MPEG-7 dataset, the P @20 metric is used. In case of Liang et al.'s dataset, comparison is done using the mean average precision (MAP) metric [2] . BSK yielded competitive performances in all the datasets we used. Results in Tables 2-4 show that BSK is effective in case of computer generated silhouette images of the Kimia 216 dataset and the MPEG-7 dataset, and hand-drawn sketch images of Liang et al.'s dataset that exhibit high sketching perturbations and drawing style variations. In addition, BSK reached P @10 = 82.74% and P @n = 81.65% on Zanibbi and Yu's dataset [56] and the Tobacco logos dataset [60] respectively, which compares well against the support region descriptor (SRD) [11] that gave P @10 = 47.6% and P @n = 82.55%. This demonstrates the effectiveness of BSK in case of handwritten images of Zanibbi and Yu's dataset and in case of the noisy scanned images of the Tobacco logos dataset. It is worth mentioning that SRD is designed to be robust against noise by combining local and global features. Results on the MPEG-7 dataset are relatively lower due to two image variations: First, the dataset has significant scale variance that challenges our descriptor, which has some scale-invariance limitations due to fixing the parameter k during the keypoint extraction step. Second, the dataset has also a significant number of mirrored images, and we do not currently take this into account during the feature vector matching (5) .
Performance comparison with other descriptors
Although BSK does not show supremacy over all other descriptors, results showed that it compares strongly against various types of methods. BSK outperformed shape context that uses equidistant sampling (Table 2 ) and other salience-based keypoint descriptors such as the contour salience descriptor (CS) [15] (Table 3) , the minimal spanning tree (MST), Laplacian spectrum with geometry (LS+G) [16] and the LS+G [16] descriptors (Table 4) . BSK also compares well against methods that combines local and global features such as SRD (Table 2) , and graph-based methods such as MST, LS+G, and TPG [28] (Table 4) . On the other hand, BSK was outperformed by PSSG [3] on the Kimia dataset [45] and TSDIZ [20] and SSD+GF [35] on the MPEG-7 dataset [6] . In case of PSSG [3] , the use of skeleton pruning makes PSSG robust against contour noise, which explains the improved performances on the Kimia dataset. PSSG [3] skeletons, on the other hand, are vulnerable to shape ambiguity [38] , but this problem is minor in the Kimia dataset and does not affect PSSG. As for TSDIZ [20] and SSD+GF [35] , we explain the results by their invariance to scale, since SSD+GF [35] is based on the multiscale tensor scale transform, and SSD+GF [35] uses a scale-invariant salience detection that analyzes the curvature of contour points. Table 3 Performances using the MPEG-7 dataset [6] Method BSK CS [15] TSDIZ [20] SSD+GF [35] P @10 75.48% 36% 81% 85%
Bold emphasis highlights best performances by our method (BSK) Bold emphasis highlights best performances by our method (BSK)
We further evaluate BSK's robustness against contour noise by comparing it with other keypoint-based descriptors. For this purpose, we generated noisy versions of the Kimia dataset images [45] . First, we removed the small contour perturbations using a Gaussian filter (σ = 1) followed by binarization [33] . Then, we produced 10 sets of images with contour noise levels from 10% to 100%. The noise is generated by a random removal of a percentage of contour pixels. Using the noisy sets of images, BSK is compared against shape contexts [5] (as used in Section 4.2.2) and a similar descriptor that uses the Harris detector [22] , as a widely-used corner detector. For the three descriptors, the same number of keypoints are selected, which is equal to the number of salient keypoints selected automatically by BSK. For shape contexts, a similar number of keypoints are selected by using uniform sampling. As for the Harris-based descriptor, the keypoints are selected according to their descending Harris detector response. Figure 10 shows examples of keypoints extracted using the three descriptors for a neat image with smooth contours and its noisy version after generating 50% contour noise. We observe that BSK and uniform sampling, used in shape contexts, produce keypoints that are sparse and cover all image details, while keypoints produced by the Harris detector tend to be localized on few corners. In order to estimate the effect of noise on keypoint location shifting, we calculate the keypoint average shift as follows:
where N 1 and N 2 are the numbers of keypoints in the neat image and its noisy version respectively, and − −− → K i K j is equal to the Euclidean distance between a keypoint K i of the neat image and a keypoint K j in the noisy image. By taking the minimum value of | − −− → K i K j |, we find keypoint K i that corresponds to the previous location of keypoint K j before a shift caused by noise occurs.
For the examples in Fig. 10 , the rounded values of average shift for BSK, uniform sampling and Harris detector are 3 pixels, 2 pixels, and 15 pixels respectively (fixing the number of salient keypoints does not change the behavior of average shift). This shows that BSK and uniform sampling are more robust than Harris detector, since their keypoints do not shift much when exposed to contour noise. Accordingly, BSK and uniform sampling outperform the Harris detector in terms of retrieval performances, as shown in Fig. 11 . BSK also outperforms uniform sampling although BSK's average shift value is slightly larger than uniform sampling's average shift value. This result provides an evidence that extracting keypoints from the background, instead of the contours, is a good strategy to reduce the effect of noise.
Evaluation in content-based document image retrieval
We integrate BSK in a document image retrieval system reported by Chatbri et al. [14] . This system takes input in the form of sketched mathematical expressions, and outputs a ranked list of document images that contain the user' query. This is done by using a finding the connected components of the document image that are similar to the connected components of the query using contour points distribution histograms, and then locate the ones that have a spatial arrangement similar to the query. BSK is integrated as a last step that further compares the query with the detected occurrences in the database images. Table 5 shows a performance comparison including Chatbri et al.'s original system against when BSK is integrated, in addition to another content-based retrieval system by Zanibbi and Yu [56] . Performances are expressed with two metrics: P − Recall expresses the system's ability to find the correct document image (i.e. document page), and A−Recall expresses the system's ability to find the correct area of the query's occurrence inside the document image [14, 56] . The metrics are calculated for the top-n retrieved document images ranked by occurrence similarity with the query.
According to the results, BSK improves retrieval performances especially when handwritten queries are used. Improvement reaches 20% of A − Recall when the top-1 images are retrieved. On the other hand, performances drop in case of printed queries.
Discussion
The proposed descriptor is able to extract distinctive keypoints as demonstrated by comparison with similar numbers of shape context keypoints extracted using equidistant contour points sampling on the Kimia 216 dataset. In fact, BSK is able to outperform shape contexts using significantly fewer keypoints. This is further proven when BSK outperforms methods that detect salient points in the image contour using the other datasets. An interesting direction motivated by these results is to combine BSK keypoints with salient keypoints of the contour for the sake of better distinctiveness.
Experiments on challenging images, such as fluctuated handwritten mathematical expressions of Zanibbi and Yu's dataset and hand-drawn diagram sketches of Liang et al.'s dataset, demonstrate the reliability of BSK, as it outperforms largely other methods. Methods used for comparison include graph-based descriptors which are known for their high matching performances and ability to perform partial matching. The reliability of BSK is further demonstrated when assessed on the noisy scanned images of the Tobacco logos dataset.
The keypoint selection based on keypoint salience is effective in reducing the number of keypoints without significantly compromising the descriptor's distinctiveness. However, the performances improve when the initial number of keypoints is relatively large. For this purpose, a threshold on the initial number of keypoints can be used to activate or skip the salience-based keypoint selection.
BSK is adequate to be used for applications of image retrieval from document image databases. This is shown by the performance improvement it leads to when integrated in a standard document image retrieval system. Finally, BSK is currently not suitable for real-time applications. In order to become so, the following can be done: -Use parallel computing: Currently, all the procedures are executed sequentially due to limited memory. Otherwise, several steps of the algorithm can be made faster, including a parallel implementation of the distance transform [9] , faster connected components extraction, and feature extraction for each keypoint in parallel. -Resize the images to a reasonably smaller scale, which will speed up the steps aforementioned, and use integral images [48] to speed up local processes.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we introduced a descriptor for binary image matching using image salient keypoints. The proposed binary salient keypoints descriptor (BSK) generates background information in binary images, then extracts keypoints using pixels that have specific characteristics in their local areas. A measure of keypoint salience is used for automatically selecting the most salient keypoints and filtering out the redundant and sensitive ones. The proposed descriptor has been evaluated using five public datasets of silhouette images, handwritten mathematical expressions, hand-drawn diagram sketches, and scanned logo images. Experimental results and comparison with state of the art methods demonstrated that BSK has competitive matching performances when applied on various types of images, including challenging images of fluctuated handwriting and noisy scanned images. Furthermore, BSK's integration in a content-based document image retrieval system leads to improving the system's performances considerably.
BSK paves the way for future research on salient keypoints detection in the background of binary images, as an unconventional new way of binary image analysis. In addition, it can be improved by tuning its keypoint extraction, filtering, and feature representation modular stages. We identify areas of future work as follows:
-Scale-invariance can be improved by setting parameter k automatically. For instance, instead of fixing the value of k according to empirical results on a number of datasets, k can be set according to each image taking into account its characteristics that can lead to produce more keypoints (e.g. scale, texture). On the other hand, the feature vector matching equation (5) can be modified to implement mirror matching. -On the other hand, it would be interesting to make the parameters of BSK set in an evolutionary or data-driven way. For instance, one can try using a genetic algorithm where the genetic representation uses BSK's parameters and the fitness function is a performance metric (e.g. P@n) in a training dataset. -We introduce a specific definition of keypoint salience that is based on the proximity between keypoints and the distance between a keypoint and the object contour. Alternatively, other definition of keypoint salience can be defined for specific applications and compared.
In addition to image matching, it would be interesting to investigate applying our descriptor in similar applications such as image registration, particularly magnetic resonance (MR) images where the shape information provides significant features [36] . Moreover, it would be interesting to apply our descriptor in color images, in combination with other descriptors. For instance, BSK would be fit to embed in the logo retrieval framework proposed in [21] , preceded by edge detection, and combined with color images features (SIFT and segmentation patches).
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